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ABSTRACT

from the web [1, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17, 21]. The basic idea is
to model the web data as a graph/network, where the vertexes represent objects such as web pages or web sites and
the edges represent the relationship between web pages or
web sites. Then, the problem of community mining is to
extract subgraphs satisfying certain properties such as objects within the same community are more similar/close to
each other than objects outside the community. For example, Flake et al. [6] deﬁned a community on the web as a set
of sites that has more links to members of the community
than to non-members. Then, they proposed an eﬃcient maximum flow (minimum cut) approach to identify subgraphs
that satisfy the deﬁnition. In the literature, there are different deﬁnitions of web communities and web community
extraction has been proved useful in many applications such
as focused crawler, search engines, web page categorization,
and improved ﬁltering mechanism [6, 8, 13, 23].

Mining diﬀerent types of communities from web data have
attracted a lot of research eﬀorts in recent years. However,
none of the existing community mining techniques has taken
into account both the dynamic as well as heterogeneous nature of web data. In this paper, we propose to characterize and predict community members from the evolution of
heterogeneous web data. We ﬁrst propose a general framework for analyzing the evolution of heterogeneous networks.
Then, the academic network, which is extracted from 1 million computer science papers, is used as an example to illustrate the framework. Finally, two example applications of
the academic network are presented. Experimental results
with a real and very large heterogeneous academic network
show that our proposed framework can produce good results in terms of community member recommendation. Also,
novel knowledge and insights can be gained by analyzing the
community evolution pattern.

1.1 Motivation

Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.6.5 [Simulation
and Modeling]: Model Development.

Most of the community mining eﬀorts focus on deﬁning
web communities and proposing corresponding community
identiﬁcation algorithms. Our investigation revealed that
these eﬀorts suﬀer from some combination of the following
limitations.
Heterogeneous objects and relationships: In existing
web community mining approaches, web data are modeled
as graphs/networks with the assumption that all the objects
are of a single type and the relationship between objects are
homogeneous. Consequently, web data is represented as a
homogeneous network such as the hyperlink-based web page
graph in the hits algorithm [11]. However, in reality, web
data and corresponding relationships are heterogeneous in
nature. Diﬀerent types of web objects can be found in a network. For example, in a web-based academic network we can
ﬁnd paper, researcher, conference, and journal objects .
At the same time, there are diﬀerent types of relationships
between these objects such as a paper "is in proceeding
of" a conference, a researcher "is the author" of a paper, and two researchers are "co-author" for some papers.
As a result, the homogeneous graph/network representation
cannot accurately distinguish the heterogeneous web objects
and their corresponding relationships.
Dynamic nature of the data sources: As web data is
dynamic, the corresponding representation may evolve over

General Terms: Algorithm, Design, Experimentation.
Keywords: evolutionary web community, heterogeneous
network, member characterization, member prediction.

1.

INTRODUCTION

With the availability of massive amount of data on the
web, recently, many web-based communities such as webbased social communities, web page communities, and web
user communities, have emerged. As a result, there have
been increasing research eﬀorts on extracting communities
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time as well. For example, with the creation of new hyperlinked web pages and web sites, the web graph structure
may change over time. As a result, the web communities
may evolve as well. For instance, a speciﬁc community may
split into several communities or a collection of communities
may be merged into one. Furthermore, members in the communities may change from one community to another over
time. For example, in the research community, when data
mining research emerged in early 1990s, it was considered as
a part of the database community. But due to its increasing
popularity, data mining has evolved into an individual community. However, in majority of existing web community
mining approaches, often web data is considered as snapshot data. Consequently, these eﬀorts have not considered
in the web community extraction process the evolutionary
nature of web communities as well as the individual members
of the communities. Only very recently, there are growing
eﬀorts to study evolution of web communities in the context
of social network [2, 3, 5, 12, 14, 16, 17].
Beyond clustering of individual members: Most of the
existing work considers the community mining as a clustering problem. The objective is to construct a model that can
categorize an object into a speciﬁc community. However as
we shall see later, in several real life applications, community mining is not simply a clustering problem. Speciﬁcally,
there may exist community-wide constraints while the existing clustering problem only considers individual members
in the community. For example, in the academic network,
there are communities such as conference program committees that need to satisfy certain community-wide constraints.
That is, not only should each member in the program committee satisfy certain properties, the community itself as a
whole should satisfy some global constraints. For instance,
members of the conference program committee community
as a whole should cover all the related topics in a speciﬁc
conference and the geographical locations where related research is active.

rithm [19] to rank the objects and use the rank values as part
of the features. Finally, a set of community models is constructed based on the set of extracted features. We propose
a two level community model that consists of a regression
phase and a multi-class classification phase. As there often
exist hierarchical relationships between communities in real
life, we construct the ﬁrst level of the hierarchy between communities with the regression model and use the multi-class
classification model to further distinguish the communities
that cannot be separated by regression. In summary, the
main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We propose a novel framework of web community mining that combines the evolutionary and heterogeneous
properties of web data. We illustrate the features and
practicality of the framework with a real world example based on the academic network. While there has
been several recent eﬀort in studying evolution of social
networks [3, 5, 14], to the best of our knowledge, these
approaches do not take into account the heterogeneity
of web data in the community extraction process.
• We propose a novel structure called vector-based heterogeneous network to model the heterogeneity and
evolutionary features of web objects and associated relationships.
• We propose an approach based on the PopRank algorithm [19] to extract features related to a particular community. Based on the extracted features, we
present a two-level community model construction technique based on regression and multi-class classiﬁcation.
• The academic network data is used to illustrate how
the proposed framework work with two representative
applications: conference program committee recommendation and researcher evolution tracking.
• We present extensive experimental results with the real
academic network data and illustrate that our proposed approach can produce high quality community
models and provide insights about the evolution of the
communities as well.

1.2 Overview
In this paper, we propose a novel framework of web
community mining by combining the evolutionary and
heterogeneous properties of network data. A key goal
of this framework is to characterize and predict members of
a community. In our approach, we ﬁrst model web data as a
heterogeneous network where the vertexes are diﬀerent types
of objects and the edges represent diﬀerent types of relationships. Such representation allows us to clearly diﬀerentiate
the types of objects and corresponding relationships. Note
that the reason we diﬀerentiate them is because, as we shall
see later, diﬀerent types of objects and relationships often
play diﬀerent roles in diﬀerent community mining applications. Next, based on a user-deﬁned time granularity, objects and relationships within the same time interval in the
heterogeneous network are merged together. Then, a novel
structure called vector-based heterogeneous network is proposed to represent the relationships for the sequence of time
intervals. Note that the edges in the vector-based heterogeneous network not only represent the relationships between
objects but also the evolution pattern of the relationships.
After we have represented the heterogeneous and evolutionary properties of the web data using the above structure, we extract features of the community from the vectorbased heterogeneous network. We adapt the PopRank algo-

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
research is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
framework of our community mining technique. In Section
4, a real example of the academic network data is used to
illustrate the framework. The experimental results based on
academic community network data are presented in Section
5. The last section concludes this paper.

2. RELATED WORK
Modeling of massive graphs: There has been several
work on developing models for massive graphs such as configuration model [18], generative model [4], Kleinberg’s model
for the small-world phenomenon [11], forest-fire graph model
[15], and biased preferential attachment model [14] for social
networks. In contrast, we focus on modeling heterogeneous
and evolutionary community network by using novel vectorbased heterogenous network.
Community extraction from static graphs: In [8],
Kleinberg et al. deﬁned a web community as a set of representative authority web pages linked by important hub pages
that share a common topic. The hits has been applied to
ﬁnd such web communities in [8, 11]. In [13], Kumar et
al. deﬁned a web community as a dense directed bipartite
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(1)

subgraph which contains a complete bipartite subgraph of
certain size. They expanded on hubs and authorities by using co-citation as a way to extract all communities on the
web and used graph theory algorithms to identify all instances of graph structures that indicate community. In [6],
Flake et al. deﬁned a community as a vertex subset in which
each member vertex has at least as many edges connecting
to member vertices as it does to non-member vertices. They
proposed to identify such communities using maximum ﬂow
and minimum cut algorithms.
Community mining works have also been done in the bibliometrics and document citation research [1, 20, 23]. In
[20], various types of citation mining and bibliometrics techniques were discussed in the context of measuring the impact of papers, authors, and journals. In [1], graph clustering algorithm has been applied to cluster papers based
on the citation relationships. In [23], a frequent itemsetbased algorithm is proposed to generate the core sets of the
communities and merging them with aﬃliated objects.
The above studies typically extract communities from a
static (aggregated) graph and miss the details on the dynamic behavior about the communities. In contrast, we analyze the dynamic features for community extraction.
Community extraction from dynamic networks: Recently, there is a large body of work on community extraction from online dynamic networks [12, 17, 21]. In [12], Kumar et al. applied Kleinberg’s bursty algorithm to identify
communities as bursts of hyperlinks between blogs where
the bursts are obtained from the time graph extracted from
the blog graph as a result of crawling the blogs. Lin et
al. [17] proposed a mutual awareness-based model for blog
community formation. Note that these approaches consider
only dynamic nature of web data whereas our approach is
the ﬁrst to integrate both the dynamic and heterogeneous
properties for web community mining.
Community evolution and dynamics: More recently,
evolution of large online communities have been studied in
[2, 3, 5, 12, 14, 16, 17]. Leskovec et al. [15, 16] have
studied the properties of the time evolution of graphs. The
results give insights into the evolution of graph properties
(such as average vertex degree, distance between pairs of
nodes, conductance, network community profile plot) over
time and statements about trends can be made. Kumar et
al. [12] studied the evolution of the blogosphere as a graph
in terms of the change of characteristics, (such as in-degree,
out-degree, strongly connected components), the change of
communities, as well as the burstiness in blog community.
They [14] also classiﬁed the social network graph into three
groups: the singletons, the giant component, and the middle
region, and studied the evolutionary characteristics of these
groups. Backstrom et al.[3] provided insights on the structural features that inﬂuence individuals to join communities, which communities will grow rapidly, and evolutionary
characteristics of overlapping community pairs. Toyoda et
al. [22] studied the evolution of web communities from a series of web archives by deﬁning diﬀerent types of community
changes, such as emerge, dissolve, grow, and shrink, as well
as a set of metrics to quantify such changes for community
evolution analysis. Similar works have been done for citation
network [9]. Asur et al. [2] introduced a family of events on
both communities and individuals to characterize evolution
of communities. They introduced metrics to measure stability, sociability, inﬂuence and popularity for communities
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Figure 1: The framework of community mining.
and individuals. Falkowski et al. [5] proposed to observe the
temporal changes to social networks at the subgroup level
instead of vertex and edge level. Lin et al. [17] developed
an interaction space-based representation to quantify community dynamics. They established community evolution
by maximizing the interaction correlation between communities across two time slices.
In contrast, our work is complementary in nature. Rather
than studying the structural properties of a speciﬁc type of
network (social network or citation network), our approach
aims to study general web community network and integrates features extracted from the dynamics of network data
to enhance the community mining process. In our approach
not only the evolution of community itself is considered, but
also evolutions of members within each community are incorporated to make the community mining results more accurate. Furthermore, our investigation also includes predicting
potential community members (e.g., program committee) as
well tracking evolutionary features of members.

3. THE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we present the framework of community
mining based on the evolution of heterogeneous network.
As shown in Figure 1, the framework consists of ﬁve major
components: the time-dependent relation extraction module,
the timestamp-dependent segmentation module, the feature
extraction module, the model construction module, and the
post-processing module. Here, we present the overview of
the framework. We shall elaborate on each module in the
subsequent sections in the context of academic network. The
input to this framework is a set of data sources, domain
knowledge, and the targeted applications. The objective of
this system is to extract community models that can be used
in speciﬁc applications.

3.1 Time-Dependent Relation Extraction
Given the data sources, the time-dependent relation extraction module extracts various types of objects and relationships between them. Diﬀerent from existing relation
extraction approaches such as hyperlink extraction, we extract the types of objects and their relationships along with
the corresponding timestamps. For example, for the conference program committee application in the academic network, diﬀerent objects such as author, conference, paper
are extracted together with diﬀerent relationships such as
a paper "is published in" a conference, someone "is the
author of" a paper, someone "is a co-author of" someone else, and someone "is in the program committee of"
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Figure 2: Heterogeneous and vector-based network.
a conference. At the same time, the corresponding time period during which the relationships are valid are recorded as
well. For instance, a paper is published in 1999 in a conference. Using the extracted information, a heterogeneous
network can be constructed. Formally, a heterogeneous network is deﬁned as follows.

Definition 2. [Vector-based Heterogeneous Network]
A vector-based heterogeneous
N is a heterogeneous

 network
network denoted as N = ( V , A , V, A, s, t, V , A ), where
the label of each edge is ai = (r, wi ), ai ∈ A , r is the
relationship between two vertexes and wi is a vector that
represents the weights of the relationships in a sequence of
time intervals.
2

For example, given the yearly-based time granularity in
the conference program committee application, vertexes represent objects such as paper, conference, and author, while
the edges represent the weights of the relationships on a
yearly basis. For instance, in Figure 2(b), the edge between
two authors wi = (2, 1 ) represents that the two authors
have co-authored two papers in the ﬁrst year and one in
the second year. Here we use the vector-based network representation for two reasons. Firstly, the storage space for
the vector-based network is substantially smaller than a sequence of network graphs, as the network graphs can be
very huge in many applications. Secondly, the vector-based
representation is more ﬂexible compared to a sequence of
network graph. Particularly as we shall see later, in the feature extraction phase, diﬀerent time windows can be used
(Figure 3).

Definition 1. [Heterogeneous
A heteroge
 Network]
neous network H is a 8-tuple H = ( V , A , V, A, s, t, V , A ),
where
1) Vis a set of nodes and A is a multiset of edges; 2)

and
V
A are finite alphabets of the available node and
edge labels; 3) s: A −→ V and t: A −→ V are two maps
indicating
the source and target
nodes of an edge; 4) V : V


−→
V and A : A −→
A are two maps describing the
labels of the nodes and edges.
2
Note that here each node in the network represents an object and each edge represents the relationship between the
two connected objects. In this case, there may be multiple edges between two objects and the labels of the edges
are the timestamps, types of relationship, and the weight of
the relationship. Here weight of the relationship is measured
based on the co-occurrence of the two connected objects. For
example, a heterogeneous network is shown in Figure 2(a),
where the labels of the edges are shown in the top left; the
timestamp and weight of the edge are aﬃliated to each edge.
Here weight of the edge is the number of times the relationship occurs. For instance, the weight of the edge between
two authors represents the number of times two authors coauthor papers. Also, each node has its own label that is
listed in the bottom left. Note that there may be more than
one edge between any two objects.

3.3 Feature Extraction
The feature extraction module extracts features from the
vector-based heterogeneous network. This is the major step
where the evolution and heterogeneous properties of the network are taking into account. As for the heterogeneous property, we adapt the PopRank algorithm [19] to rank the objects and use the rank values as part of the features. The
rank values are obtained based on similarity propagations
between diﬀerent types of objects. At the same time, there
are features that can be directly extracted from the graph
using graph properties such as degree and distance. Basically, to represent the evolution of the heterogeneous network, we extract two groups of features: the snapshot-based
features and the delta-based features. The snapshot-based
features refer to features that are extracted from the vectorbased heterogeneous network by taking the elements in the
same time window in all the vectors. On the other hand,
the delta-based features represent how the snapshot-based
features change over time. For example, given the academic
network data from 1994 to 2004, for each year there is a
snapshot-based feature for each object in the network; for
every two consecutive years, there is a delta-based feature for
each object. Note that the snapshot-based features can be
deﬁned using a time-window. For example, we can take the
data from 1994 to 1997 together to get the snapshot-based
feature for year 1997 with a time window of size 4 as shown
in Figure 3. Here the delta-based features for each object
are actually the percentages of change to the corresponding
feature values in two consecutive snapshots.

3.2 Timestamp-Dependent Segmentation
As mentioned above, each edge in the heterogeneous network has a timestamp. In order to monitor the evolution
pattern of the objects and their relationships, we need to
diﬀerentiate the relationships in the temporal dimension.
However, in many real life applications, knowing the exact time of the relationships between objects may not be
necessary. For example, in the conference program committee application, it is not necessary to know the exact time
that someone is in the conference program committee of a
conference. Rather, it is suﬃcient to know the year of the
conference. Hence, for diﬀerent applications, users can deﬁne any time granularity that is important to the application
(such as day, month, year, etc). Based on the time granularity, objects and relationships within the same time interval
are merged together. Then, the network data is represented
as a new type of heterogeneous network called vector-based
heterogeneous network, where each edge is a vector wi = [e1 ,
e2 , · · · , ek ] such that ei represents the weight of the relationship between the connected objects during time interval ti .
Formally, it is deﬁned as follows.

3.4 Model Construction
A set of community models can now be constructed based
on the set of features extracted using the above mentioned
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of relationships between objects. For example, the relationships involving authors can be of multiple types such as "coauthor of", "colleague of", "co-serving of a conference", or "member-chair" relationships. Also, the relationships between authors and conferences are deﬁnitely diﬀerent from the relationships between authors and authors. At
the same time, the academic network evolves over time. For
instance, every year there will be new papers published that
contain new authors and new citations to existing papers.
Secondly, there are massive amount of high quality academic network data available on the web such as the academic publication portals: acm digital library, ieee explorer,
dblp, CiteSeer, etc. The timestamps of all papers, conferences, journals, and their relationships are available as well.
Moreover, there are sets of community data available in the
academic network. For example, there are conference program committees, journal editorial boards, special interest
groups such as sigmod, siggraph, sigir, etc. The historical information related to these communities is also available
from the web. Such large source of data enriched with temporal and heterogeneous features provide ideal platform to
build our framework.
Thirdly, there exist rich domain-speciﬁc constraints in
the academic network besides the local constraints. For instance, considering the conference program committee community, beside the constraints on individual candidate committee members, there are community-wide constraints such
as diversity and coverage. Here diversity refers to the fact
that all the members of the program committee should have
limited overlaps in terms of physical locations (aﬃliations)
and expertise. Coverage refers to the constraint that all the
members of the program committee as a whole should cover
all the topics listed for the conferences as well as all the
targeted geographic locations.

3.5 Post-Processing
There may exist constraints that are application dependent. The last component, post-processing, is proposed to
handle such constraints. For example, for the conference
program committee community application, there are not
only local constraints such as the properties of individual
candidate program committee members, but also communitywide constraints to the community as a whole. Here local constraints refer to individual features such as the research expertise of the candidate; while community-wide
constraints refer to features of the entire community such
as the number of PC members, the area of coverage of all
members, and the location of the conference. The local constraints can be modeled in the community model while the
community-wide constraints need to be handled via postprocessing.
In summary, we propose a framework to model the communities taking into account the dynamic and heterogeneous
nature of the network. Given the data sources, relations
and timestamps are extracted and modeled as a heterogeneous network. Based on a user-deﬁned time granularity, the
heterogeneous network is transformed into a vector-based
network representation. Then, community models are constructed based on the snapshot-based and delta-based features that are extracted using the object rank algorithm over
the vector-based network.

4.

serve for

in proceeding of
author of
co-author of

extraction techniques. In this paper, we propose a two level
community model that consists of a regression phase and
a multi-class classification phase. The underlying intuition
is that in many real life applications, there are hierarchical relationships between communities. For example, for
the conference program committee community, we have top
conferences, second tier conferences, and other conferences.
Moreover, for conferences at the same level, there are communities with diﬀerent characteristics. Some conferences focus more on theory while others focus more on application
and engineering, even in the same rank. The basic idea is
that we can get the ﬁrst level of the hierarchy between communities with the regression model and use the multi-class
classiﬁcation model to further distinguish the communities
that cannot be separated by regression.

THE ACADEMIC NETWORK

In this section, the academic network is used as an example to illustrate the above framework in detail. Note that the
techniques and models discussed in this section can be extended to other types of network as well. Firstly, we explain
the reasons for choosing the academic network as an example. Then, characteristics of the academic network data are
described. Next, details of feature extraction and community model construction will be presented. Lastly, two applications of the community models are presented to illustrate
the usefulness of the model as well as the importance of
post-processing.

4.2 The Academic Network Data
In this section, we describe the characteristics of the academic network data that will be used in the rest of this paper. The data is extracted from the Libra1 dataset, which
contains more than 1 million research papers in the computer science area 1989 to 2004, together with 650,000 authors, 1700 conferences, and 480 journals. The types of
relationships between these objects are shown in Figure 4.
In this paper, mainly ﬁve types of relationships are considered. They are "co-author-of" relation between authors, "author-of" relation between authors and papers,
"in proceeding of" relation between papers and conferences/journals, "citation" relation between papers, and
"serve for" relation between researchers/authors and conferences/journals. In total, there are more than 7 million
object relationships in this collection.

4.1 Why Academic Network?
The reasons for choosing the academic network as an example to illustrate the above mentioned framework can be
summarized as follows.
Firstly, academic network is one typical example of the
evolutionary heterogeneous network. The academic network
contains various types of objects such as papers, journals,
conferences, and authors. Moreover, there are many types

1

Libra is an object-level web search prototype for research materials
in Microsoft Research Asia[19]
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Conference
SIGMOD
VLDB
ICDE
KDD
ICDM
PKDD
PAKDD

CFH
1970
1975
1984
1994
2001
1997
1998

NDA
2268
1981
1672
991
355
387
440

NOP
3289
2145
2656
1717
765
678
843

NDP
186
509
293
472
275
231
231

YPC
1998
1996
1999
1995
2001
1999
1999

Algorithm 1 Snapshot-based Feature Extraction
Input: The vector-based academic network: Nv , query-based
feature set Q, PopRank-based feature set P
Output: A set of snapshot-based features Fs
1: Description
2: Let A be a set of objects
3: for all ai ∈ A do
4:
for all qj ∈ Q do
5:
for all valid timepoint t in the time-window do
6:
sq = Nv .Query(qj , relation, t, ai )
\ ∗ ∗ For example, Nv .Query(NumPaper, author-paper,
2000,100243) can be used to extract NumPaper for author
100243 for year 2000 ∗ ∗ \
7:
Insert (ai , qj , sq , t) in the sequence Fs
8:
end for
9:
end for
10:
for all pj ∈ P do
11:
for all valid timepoint t in the time-window do
12:
sp = Nv .PopRank(pj , relation, t, ai )
\ ∗ ∗ For example, Nv .PopRank(ConfRank, author-paper,
2000, 123) can be used to extract ConfRank for conference
123 for year 2000 ∗ ∗ \
13:
Insert (ai , pj , sp , t) in the sequence Fs
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for
17: Return Fs

Table 1: Conference statistics and PC information.
Name
CFH
NDA
NOP
NDP
YPC

Description
when the conference was first held.
the number of distinct authors that have published in
that conference till 2005.
the number of papers published in the conference till
2005.
the number of distinct program committee members
that have served in that conference.
the year from which we start to collect the program
committee members of the conference.

Table 2: Column description.
Note that there is no program committee information (the
"serve for" relationship) in the current version of Libra.
So we extract such kind of information and add them into
our dataset. Table 1 shows information related to list of
conferences as extracted from the Libra system. Semantics
of each column in Table 1 is shown in Table 2. Observe that
these conferences are leading conferences in the database
and data mining areas. Note that we fail to collect all the
historical conference program committee members from the
web as some of the web pages are not available any more.
As time-dependent relation extraction have already been
described in [19] in the context of Libra system, we will focus
our attention on the feature extraction, the community model
construction, and the post-processing modules.

and its relations with other objects. We use the following
formula to compute the PopRank scores RX of the objects
of type X :

RX = εREX + (1 − ε)
ΓY X MYT X RY
∀Y

where REX is the popularity of object X, which is the probability that the “random object ﬁnder” ﬁnd this object using
only relationship within this type of objects; while RX is the
probability that the “random object ﬁnder” ﬁnd this object
using all relationships with other types of objects. ε is the
damping factor, ΓY X is the propagation factor of the relationship from an object of type Y to an object of type
X, and MYT X is the adjacent matrices. For details of the
algorithm, please refer to [19].
Table 3 shows the list of sample snapshot-based features
for individual authors, where the ﬁrst ﬁve features can be
extracted directly using queries against the database. These
features are called query-based features. The last three features are extracted using PopRank and are called PopRankbased features. Note that these features are extracted from
the vector-based network with a timestamp and time window. For example, given a time window of size 4 years,
the timestamp of 1999, the corresponding snapshot-based
features are extracted using objects and relationships that
exist between 1996 and 1999 as shown in Figure 3. For instance, if an author has published 20 papers between 1996
and 1999, then the values for the NumPaper feature is set
to 20. Note that the values for certain features that are calculated using PopRank, such as BSConf, AuthorRank, and
ExpertRank, are normalized. As a result, there will be a
sequence of values for each author for each snapshot-based
feature. The snapshot-based feature extraction algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 1.

4.3 Feature Extraction
The objective of our framework is to construct the community models from academic data. Speciﬁcally, we focus
on constructing conference program committee community
models. As a result, the objective is to extract a group of
researchers (authors in the Libra database) to form a community. In this section, we focus on the feature extraction
for authors. Basically, there are two types of features for the
authors: snapshot-based features and delta-based features.

4.3.1 Snapshot-based Features
As mentioned in the preceding sections, some of the features (such as distance between objects) can be directly extracted from the vector-based network using graph theory
while other features may need propagation among diﬀerent
types of objects and relationships. Here, we ﬁrst review
the PopRank algorithm [19] that will be used to extract
the propagation-based features. Then, the list of extracted
snapshot-based features will be discussed.
The PopRank algorithm was proposed to rank web objects
in the heterogeneous relation network. Basically, the popularities of web objects are propagated using diﬀerent types
of relationships, where diﬀerent propagation factors are assigned automatically for diﬀerent types of relationships. For
example, to get the popularity of a paper, not only the collection of papers is considered, the relations with other objects
such as conferences and authors are also taken into account.
To compute the popularity score of an object, the PopRank
model takes into account both the popularity of the object

4.3.2 Delta-based Features
To reﬂect the evolution of the heterogeneous network, we
propose to use the delta-based features. The intuition be-
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Feature name
NumPaper
AreaPaper
NumCoAuthor
D2PCChair
PCAge
BSConf
AuthorRank
ExpertRank

Description
Total number of papers the author has published.
Number of papers the author has published in a specific area.
Number of co-authors he/she has.
The co-author distance between the author and the conference chair.
Number of times the author has been a PC member.
The PopRank of the best conference he/she has served.
The PopRank of the author as a researcher.
The PopRank of the author as an expert in a specific area.

Extraction Method
Query
Query
Query
Query
Query
PopRank
PopRank
PopRank

Class
Publishing
Publishing
Social
Social
Experience
Combined
Publishing
Publishing

Table 3: A list of sample features for authors extracted from the heterogeneous network.
Algorithm 2 Delta-based Feature Extraction

hind is that, to be a conference program committee member, often the author should not only have been active in
the area before but also be active at that time point. The
snapshot-based features can reﬂect how active the author is
at a particular time point, while the delta-based features are
expected to reﬂect how active the author is during a certain
time period. The delta-based feature extraction algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 2.
Given two sets of most recent snapshot-based features of
the same author at years ti and ti+1 , denoted as Fti =
{ft1i , ft2i , · · · , ftki } and Fti+1 = {ft1i+1 , ft2i+1 , · · · , ftki+1 }, the
delta-based features δti+1 = { δt1i+1 , δt2i+1 , · · · , δtki+1 } is
deﬁned as follows.
ftji+1 − ftji
δtji+1 =
(1)
max{ftji+1 , ftji }

Input: The vector-based academic network: Nv , a set of
snapshot-based features Fs
Output: A set of delta-based features Fδ
1: Description
2: Let A be a set of objects
3: for all ai ∈ A do
4:
for all sj ∈ Fs do
5:
δtij is calculated using Equation 1
\∗ Refer to Example 1 ∗\
6:
Insert (ai , sj , δtij , t) in the sequence Fδ
7:
end for
8: end for
9: Return Fδ

the program committee community has certain communitywide constraints besides constraints to individual authors
as mentioned in Section 3. The two-level community model
consists of a regression model and a multi-class classification
model. We elaborate on them in turn.

Example 1: To extract the delta-based features for an author in 1999, the two sets of most recent snapshot-based
features at 1998 and 1999 are used as shown in Figure 3.
With the corresponding values of NumPaper, the value of
the feature delta-based NumPaper can be calculated accordingly. Similarly, the values for other delta-based features
can be extracted. Finally, there will be a sequence of values
for the delta-based features for each author.
By looking into the properties of the extracted features,
the snapshot-based features and delta-based features can be
categorized into three classes: publishing, social, and experience, as shown in Table 3. Here, publishing features
are those features that can reﬂect the author’s ability to
publish papers such as NumPaper and AreaPaper. Social
features refer to features that represent how active the author is in terms of research collaborations, while the experience features reﬂect the experiences of the authors in terms
of organizing a conference or serving as a program committee member or chair. Note that here BSConf is taken as a
combined feature of publishing, social, and experience.

4.4.1 Regression Model
The goal of the regression model is to assign each author
a score for a speciﬁc year to measure the quality of the author. Based on this score we can decides whether he/she can
serve as a conference program committee member and which
conferences he/she can serve. The intuition is that the score
here represents the PopRank of the best conference the author is qualiﬁed to serve as a program committee member,
which is denoted as the BSConf feature in Table 3. Note
that the historical BSConf value can be extracted as the
PopRank of the best conference he has served till then using
queries. Then, we can use the historical BSConf values to
predict the BSConf for the next year.
To get such score value for each author, we propose to
build a regression model based on the historical instances of
the BSConf values for the conference program committee
members and corresponding features. As in diﬀerent areas,
the conference PopRank values may vary. In this paper, we
build a general regression model for them by normalizing
the values within areas. For instance, we assign rank values
of 1 to the best database and the data mining conferences,
respectively. The algorithm we used is the regression version
of SVM Light 2 .
The basic idea of the training process is to use the normalized BSConf feature as the label of each author. That
is, the regression model is to assign each author a BSConf
value based on all the other features denoted as Ft1 , Ft1 −1 ,
and δt 1 for a speciﬁc time point t1 . An example training
instance is { Ft1 −1 , Ft1 , δt 1 , BSConft1 }, where the last
value is taken as the label. Note that the regression model is
time-dependent. If we want to build a regression model for

4.4 Community Model Construction
In this section, we present a two-level community model
in the context of conference program committee community. Basically, the model construction process is a learning
process. That is, given a list of historical conferences and
corresponding program committee members, the objective
is to build a model to characterize the program committees
in terms of the features of their members. As a result, given
a conference and a speciﬁc timestamp, we can recommend
a list of program committee members based on the constructed model. Note that in this model construction process, we use historical conference program committee members as positive examples to train the models. The reason
we do not use negative examples is that it is often inaccurate to treat any author who is not selected as a program
committee member as a negative example. This is because
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1999, then all the conference program committee members
before 1999 are used to construct the model.
Once the model is constructed, given any author with features Ft1 , Ft1 +1 , and δt 1 +1 , we can assign a score to him/her.
The score is then compared with the conference PopRank
values at the time t1+1 and necessary decisions can be made.

4.4.2 Multi-Class Classification
The regression model may generate more than two conferences that match with the author in terms of the assigned
score and conference PopRank values. The multi-class classiﬁcation model is then used to verify which conferences
he/she may be able to serve as a program committee member, as diﬀerent conferences have their own characteristics
in choosing program committee members. In this paper, we
use the multi-class SVM light 2 .
Similar to the regression model, each program committee
member in the historical conferences is taken as a training
instance. The two sets of snapshot features and the delta
features Ft1 , Ft1 +1 , and δt 1 +1 are used. However, the label
is not the BSConf but the corresponding conference name.
Note that the multi-class classiﬁcation model is built from
the list of conference whose PopRank values are very close.
That is, models are constructed to distinguish these conferences where the program committee members may have
very similar BSConf values.
For example, based on the Libra data, we build multiclass classiﬁcation model for a list of database conferences
such as sigmod, vldb, and icde, where the PopRank are
very close to each other. Similarly, another multi-class classiﬁcation model is built for data mining conferences pkdd,
pakdd, and icdm. By doing so, we can successfully distinguish conferences with very close PopRank values.
Once the classiﬁcation model is constructed, given an author with all the required feature values and a list of candidate conferences (obtained using the regression model), we
can decide which conferences the author is qualiﬁed to serve
as a program committee member.

Figure 5: Screenshot of PC recommendation.

4.5 Applications and Post-Processing

Figure 6: Screenshot of PC recommendation result.

In this section, we present two applications of the conference program committee models. The focus of this section is
to illustrate the usefulness of the community model as well
as necessary post-processing.

lowing two objectives and a constraint for further pruning
(post-processing).
• Given the author graph, where each vertex is an author, there is an edge between any two authors if they
have been co-authors or they have co-served a conference/journal or they have the same aﬃliation. The
diversity of a set of selected program committee members A = {a1 , a2 , . . . , ak }, denoted
as Div(A), is de
M inDis(ai , aj ),
ﬁned as: Div(A) =

4.5.1 Conference PC Recommendation
This is a tool designed for experts who are expected to organize academic conferences. It provides the basic function
of automatically recommending the list of program committee members and advanced functions for interactive reﬁnement of the program committee.
Given the name of a conference, the corresponding area,
the level of the conference, the program committee chair,
and the number of expected members, the basic recommendation function works as follows. Firstly, the regression
model is applied to the features of the researchers and only
those whose output scores are within the speciﬁc range of the
conference are selected. From the selected researchers, the
multi-class classiﬁer is used to select the set of researchers
that best match the speciﬁc conference. Lastly, the global
constraint-based pruning techniques are applied. Note that,
usually, the number of researchers satisfying the above criteria is much more than the number of program committee
members speciﬁed by the chair. Hence, we introduce the fol-

∀ai ∈A,aj ∈A,ai =aj

where M inDis(ai, aj) is the minimum distance between any two selected program committee members.
Then, the objective is to extract a ﬁxed-size subset of
the program committee member candidates that have
the maximum diversity.
• Given the list of targeted topics for a conference, the
second objective is to select a list of program committee members that cover all the topics. The coverage of the recommended committee members A =
{a1 , a2 , . . . , ak }, denoted as Cov(A), is deﬁned as: Cov(A)
 |topic|

M axT opic (a )

= i=1 |topic| i j , where 1 ≤ j ≤ k, |Conf | denotes the total number of targeted topics for the con-
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Conference area

ference, M axT opici (aj ) is the maximal topic coverage
of the selected candidates. Then, the objective is to
extract a ﬁxed-size subset of the program committee
member candidates that have the maximum coverage.

Database

• The constraint is the issue of incorporating rising stars
as PC members. Every year there may be some rising stars in a particular area. These young researchers
may not have much experience but have high publishing ability in quality conferences and journals. In our
approach, we reserve some slots of the PC committee
for such rising stars. In this paper, we use the following simple approach to identify rising stars. An
author who has an average delta-based feature value
larger than a user-deﬁned threshold is considered to be
rising star. Note that we acknowledge that rising star
detection is a complex problem. Hence, the reﬁnement
of the above constraint is earmarked as future work.

Data Mining

Testing
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005

Recall
0.891
0.908
0.914
0.920
0.921
0.873
0.911
0.915
0.921
0.922

Precision
0.913
0.916
0.922
0.923
0.925
0.898
0.918
0.923
0.925
0.927

Table 4: Quality of PC recommendation result.
hereafter we use precision and recall as performance metrics:
avg. no. of correctly predicted PC members
no. of unique PC members in the predicted list
avg. no. of correctly predicted PC members
Recall =
no. of PC members
Note that the above quality measures are based on the average of diﬀerent prediction results. The reason is that, given
a conference and related constraints, by running our algorithms repeatedly, we may get a set of diﬀerent prediction
results. In real life scenarios, there may be more than one
group of program committee members satisfying all the constraints as well.
Recommendation quality: Table 4 shows the precision
and recall of the automatic recommendation results. The results are summarized based on the area of the conferences,
which is shown in the ﬁrst column of the table. For instance,
the database area includes three conferences vldb, sigmod,
and icde. Also, the datasets that are used for training and
testing are recorded in this table. In this set of experiments,
ﬁrstly, previous program committee members are used to
build community models. Then, the community model are
tested with the immediate subsequent data. For example,
in the ﬁrst row of Table 4, we use all the PC members in the
database area from 1994 to 2000 as training data to build
the prediction model and predict the list of PC members for
year 2001. Note that the precision and recall are the average values for all the conferences in the speciﬁc area. From
this table, it can be observed that the proposed community
model can produce high quality results.
Eﬀect of Distance: In Table 5, the distance between the
training data and the testing data is varied from 1 year to
5 years. Here, the distance refers to the diﬀerence between
the timestamps of the testing data and the latest training
data. For example, all the experimental results that are
shown in Table 4 have a distance of 1 year. If we take the
data collection from 1994-1999 as training data and use the
constructed model to recommend program committee members for years 2001 and 2002, then the distances are 2 and 3
years, respectively. Note that for a speciﬁc distance value,
the precision and recall in this table are computed by taking
the mean of the precision and recall values of all the seven
conferences listed in Table 1 for the speciﬁed distance. It is
obvious that when the distance between the training data
and testing data increases, the quality of the recommendation may decrease slightly. This observation shows that
the conference program communities are evolving over time.
That is, if the distance between the training and testing
data is large enough, the community model cannot accurately reﬂect the current characteristics of the community.
As a result, the quality of recommendation quality decreases.
Recommendation quality of a new conference: To
P recision =

Based on the above objectives and constraint, the selection process is realized using the multi-objective optimization genetic algorithm [7]. As we shall see in the experimental results, this approach can produce satisfactory recommendation results. Note that the program committee
chair(s) can assign anyone he/she thinks is qualiﬁed but are
not selected by the system. He/she can also remove any
of the researchers from the recommended list. After that,
the system will generate a list of program committee members that satisﬁes all the above constraints. Figures 5 and 6
depict the screenshots of the input and output of our recommendation system, respectively.

4.5.2 Researcher Evolution Tracking
This is a tool designed for the academic committee in research institutes and universities to evaluate the research
performance of researchers and faculty members. For instance, it can be used as one of the “tools” to evaluate
whether or not to promote a faculty member. The researcher
index monitors the performance of a researcher in terms of
his/her publishing ability, social activities, and experience of
organizing research conferences. Moreover, the researcher’s
research interests and expertise areas can be tracked. Another important function of this tool is that the evolution
patterns of the performances of well-known researchers in
relevant areas can be used as examples to new and junior researchers in order to guide them to be successful researchers
in the future.

5.

Training
1994-2000
1994-2001
1994-2002
1994-2003
1994-2004
1994-2000
1994-2001
1994-2002
1994-2003
1994-2004

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We now present the experimental results to illustrate the
performance of the proposed framework in the above mentioned applications in the context of academic network. We
use the Libra dataset as our test bed. The version of Libra data used in this paper contains three major types of
objects: papers, authors, and conferences or journals.
Details of the dataset have been described in Section 4.2.

5.1 Program Committee Recommendation
To measure the quality of the conference program committee recommendation application, we use part of the data
available as source to construct the community model and
use rest of the data to evaluate the recommendation quality. Similar to the traditional classiﬁcation quality measure,
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Recall
0.909
0.901
0.897
0.878
0.862

Precision
0.918
0.907
0.903
0.894
0.885

BSConf

Distance
1
2
3
4
5

Table 5: Eﬀects of distance.
Model No.
1
2
3
4

Description
All Conferences
DM Conferences
KDD conferences
Other DM conferences

Precision
0.683
0.895
0.816
0.912

Recall
0.579
0.863
0.794
0.904

researcher 1
researcher 3

1996

1998

researcher 2
researcher 4

2000
Time

2002

2004

Figure 7: Researcher evolution tracking.
ular community is extracted from this network using the
PopRank algorithm [19]. After that, we proposed a twolevel community model. Experiments with real academic
network data reveal that the proposed framework can produce high quality results and interesting insights about the
evolution pattern of the network.

Table 6: Recommendation with general models.
evaluate the recommendation quality of new conferences,
general models are used for speciﬁc conferences. For instance, Table 6 shows the quality of recommendation using
four diﬀerent models to generate the list of program committee members for a speciﬁc data mining conference “pakdd”
for 2005. Note that the pakdd conference program committee information is not used in this process, as we are
assuming pakdd as a new conference. The four models are
constructed as follows. (a) Model 1: All conferences listed
in Table 1 except pakdd; (b) Model 2: All data mining
conferences in Table 1 except pakdd; (c) Model 3: kdd
conference; (d) Model 4: Data mining conferences except
kdd and pakdd.
It can be observed that the last three models can produce satisfactory recommendation results, while the general
model built from all the conference (except pakdd) can only
provide recommendation with limited quality.
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5.2 Researcher Evolution Tracking
We now present diﬀerent types of evolution patterns of
several researchers over time. Here, for each researcher the
BSConf feature value is used as an overall measure that
combines publishing, social, and experience features. Note
that due to privacy issue we have not revealed the names of
the researchers. Figure 7 shows diﬀerent types of evolution
patterns. For instance, researcher 1 becomes very active
from 1996 and his/her performance increases till 2001. After that he/she has maintained a stable performance. Researcher 2, on the other hand, has consistently maintained a
stable performance since 1994. Performance of researcher 3
is getting better every year. On contrary, the performance
of researcher 4 has gone down since 2001. To identify the
“rising star”, we simply use the percentage of changes. If it is
larger than a threshold, then the researcher is a rising star.
For instance, researcher 1 is identiﬁed as a rising star in
1996 as his BSConf value increase dramatically from 1994
to 1996. Note that the BSConf values (Figure 7) have been
normalized to values between 0 and 10.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a novel framework of web community mining that combines the evolutionary and heterogeneous properties of web data along with their communitywide constraints. We illustrated the usefulness of our framework with a real world example based on the academic network. In our approach, we proposed a novel structure called
vector-based heterogeneous network to model the heterogeneity and evolutionary features of web objects and associated relationships. Then, a set of features of a partic-
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